Dash for Energy
Swiss company uses Dash to improve power
grid reliability

Christian Wengert needed to create a tool that would

improve power grid reliability for Swiss electric companies. But, with
only a small team of developers, how could he best incorporate
data-driven methods to deliver this large-scale project?

Plotly develops and maintains the world’s fastest-growing, most downloaded
open source visualization and application development libraries like plotly.js,
plotly.py, and Dash. With Plotly’s Consulting & Training, organizations like
In-Q-Tel, Standard & Poor’s, and Orica can collaborate on the design and
development of open-source features like new chart types, performance
improvements, and interactive datatables. One of Plotly’s Consulting &
Training clients is codefour, an independent software company in Zurich,
Switzerland. Codefour specializes in digital transformation for energy,
infrastructure, and other sectors.

Led by Christian Wengert, codefour develops solutions for international
energy utility companies, such as Repower. These solutions include grid
simulations, control centers, web-based maintenance checklists, and
reliability computations for predictive asset management.
To build these systems, Christian and his team initially used a
combination of three tools: Python for the backend, JavaScript for the
frontend, and Bokeh for data visualization. However, this three-part
setup did not provide the interactivity or dynamic behaviour that was
required to have an adequate frontend to their Python code. Codefour’s
systems needed a mixture of numerical computations, easy connectivity
to other systems, and a simple, modern user interface (UI). Because of
these technical requirements, Christian turned to Plotly’s Dash.
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Christian’s team appreciated the fact that Dash’s Python code was well
written and carefully maintained. Dash also reduced the need for
JavaScript, so the team only needed to use two tools instead of three.
Dash’s code quality also freed up his team’s engineering resources to
develop additional energy applications like TASKADA, a data-driven tool
for infrastructure asset management. TASKADA enables performance
maintenance tasks through checklists, live data-reading from sensors,
and automated business processes.
Before integrating Dash, Christian and his team had spent three years
building a system similar to TASKADA. With Dash, their frontend
development time was drastically reduced, and TASKADA was produced
in a few months.

“Dash saves time. From the very beginning, codefour
was determined to build TASKADA relying fully on
Dash, which would give us an enormous advantage in
the development time.”
Christian Wengert, codefour

Working with Plotly towards a
workflow solution
Another benefit of adopting Dash is that Plotly’s Consulting & Training
team is agile and responsive toward customer needs. Codefour’s
TASKADA is built around a graph database where each node can also
be a UI element. In order to interactively modify the graph and thus
the UI and associated Dash callbacks, Christian needed more
interactivity from Dash. Plotly’s Consulting & Training team listened
and accelerated an open source idea that would address their needs
and further elevate their energy applications. This idea came to
fruition with Dash’s “Pattern-Matching Callbacks” feature.
Pattern-Matching Callbacks enable Dash users to write callbacks that
respond to or update multiple components on-the-fly, instead of in a
singular, predetermined fashion. This dynamic feature builds upon
Dash’s existing stateless structure, which allows many people to view
Dash apps simultaneously. This allows for creating different user
interfaces for every single user in a dynamic and personalized
fashion—without any side effects negatively affecting functionality.

Dash’s Pattern-Matching Callbacks are the baseline of TASKADA’s graph editor
user interface.

“Working with Plotly’s Consulting & Training has been
great; they were easy to work with, thorough, quick, and
responsive in their solution development. Many thanks
to their team!”
Christian Wengert, codefour

Plotly’s Consulting & Training enabled codefour to optimize their
solution-development workflow. Christian’s team could continue enhancing
their software, while relying on Plotly’s Consulting & Training to deliver new
features to enhance their beautiful, interactive, web-based Dash applications.

Dash’s graphs, datatables, interactive components, and the new Pattern-Matching
Callbacks are all utilized in codefour’s TASKADA main view.

Are there Dash features you’d like to accelerate, like Pattern-Matching
Callbacks? Contact Plotly’s Consulting & Training team at
info@plotly.com to get started!

About Plotly’s Dash
Dash is a Python, R, and Julia framework that empowers data scientists,
researchers, and analysts to build web-based analytics apps without
JavaScript. Like Christian’s team at codefour, Dash users can wrap
beautiful, intuitive and interactive user interfaces around their analytical
Python and R code, producing data-driven applications that improve and
automate workflow. To learn more about Dash, visit: https://plotly.com/dash.

